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EMOTIONAL 
SPACE Who knows how you are feeling? 

You know it best yourself. Maybe 
the ones close to you too. Maybe 
your pet can sense how you feel 
as well. But what if a space could 
sense how you feel, and respond 
to that? 

An emotional space that can 
function as an extension of 
yourself, providing comfort or 
energy when you need it. Luci is 
a tactile installation that tracks 
your mood and influences your 
atmosphere. The spatial design 
includes scents, light and sound.
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ABSTRACT
Spaces are designed to be functional, just as 
all furniture it is often a mix of trendy looks and 
functionality. The space in which we find ourselves 
daily and the contents therein form our perception 
and therefore influences our mood. This led me to 
ask myself "How can a space be designed not only to 
account for the effect that it has on our psychological 
being, but how can a space be designed around the 
effect is has on our psychological being?”

Amongst students there is a lot of awareness for 
the necessity of sleep, but at the same time this is a 
group of people that have difficulties prioritizing it. 
Students as a target group could benefit from sensory 
stimuli supporting their evening routine to get better 
sleep. This research explores the design of a system 
that uses knowledge of mood to create a meditative 
reflection of one's day. The activity of mindful self-
reflection acts as a phase that helps the mind sort out 
and clean up one's experiences during the day, just as 
the processes at the beginning of our sleep do. Sleep 
is critical for memory and learning, as it remodels all of 
our memories.  S:39 

The prototype that uses light, smell and sound 
transforms the student room into a space that is fluent 
of character. By tracking emotion, it is aware of your 
state of mind and adapts the surrounding space to 
it- creating an emotional space. The installation brings 
the user in a state to wind down during their evening 
routine, and accompanies the student through a 
meditative reflection session before going to sleep. It 
functions as a guide towards emotional well-being, 
steering the behaviour of the user in their favour of 
going to bed on time, making them value their evening 
routine more and having a positive effect on sleep 
and the quality of it.

POSITION AS A DESIGNER
The subjects architecture and emotion stems from 
my interest as a designer in immersive and interactive 
spaces. The design direction of a prototype was 
chosen because of my enthusiasm about working 
with materials and building physical installations, 
to discover new canvases to work with and 
communicate by. The media sound, light and scent 
were used to target specific human senses to create 
new experiences that add value. 

Building and testing possibilities were limited due 
to the current COVID-19 measures. Materials and 
production techniques were used and adapted to 
those that were available to me at home. The concept 
was tested with people that were close to me during 
the project to guarantee the safety and health of 
everybody involved.
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INTROUCTION
If you are a student, the chance is great that you live 
an irregular and busy live. Even though you value 
sleep, it is not always, or it almost never is, given the 
priority it deserves. As much as two-thirds of students 
get less than seven hours of valuable sleep nightly, 
which is too little.  S:01 

Sleep has been gradually squeezed out of increasingly 
packed lives: indeed, 40-percent of people aged 
between 25 and 45 get less than seven hours of sleep 
a night. That’s despite the recommendation being 7-9 
hours, according to Philips Health.

Students often live in a small space, may it be a room 
in a student home or apartment. That is, on average 
21 square meters for the participants of this research, 
as stated in the survey conducted. These small living 
environments have multiple functions and can be 
called 'flexible spaces'. These versatile spaces are able 
to be used or adapted to many different functions or 
facilitate different activities.

My current living environment is also a versatile space. 
This led me to the question how such a space could 
be designed optimally regarding the human energy 
within that space. Just as the respondents, I likewise 
experience the difficulties of going to bed on time 
and being in the same space for long periods of time, 
which is not a pleasant experience. In my opinion, 
interior designers are too focused on functionality 
and aesthetics. As the American researcher Donald 
Norman states: the sense and function of an object or 
space must be designed to be in balance.   S:31 

SENSORIAL EXPERIENCE
Unfortunately, the sensorial stimuli hardly change, 
if at all, when a certain space is used for a range of 
different activities. This means that, when a design is 
optimal for one activity, it is not for another.

For example, the space in which a student studies is 
the same as where they invite friends to socialize. Even 
though a piece of furniture may facilitate the change 
of activity in the form of expanding the table or sliding 
a bed out of the way, the sensorial stimuli do not 
change with the shift of facility.

The challenge of enhancing the sensorial perception 
of students' living space to support their evening 
routine resulted in the following research question: 
How can the sleep experience in flexible spaces be 
made more attractive by means of multisensory 
stimulations during the 'evening ritual' of students?
A form follows emotion design approach: the human 
activity dictates how a space should sound, be lit and 
smell.

TO SUMMARIZE
The project focuses on small living environments as 
a design context. All stimuli within that space that our 
senses pick up influence our mood. By designing a 
flexible atmosphere, the stimuli can better serve our 
mental state. Furthermore it is an enrichment of daily 
activities that improves mood and thus mental health.

A Google search with the text 'why am' 
already suggest top searches for tiredness.
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RELEVANCE OF FLEXIBLE LIVING SPACES
The design context 'flexible living spaces' is not 
only relevant for the target group (students) of 
this research. In the coming years, there will be an 
increasing need for small and flexible living spaces.

During the next decade or so, our cities will swell 
almost unimaginably. By 2030, the planet is projected 
to have 43 megacities - classified as those with more 
than 10m inhabitants. And by mid-century, almost 70 
percent of the world’s population will be urbanised - 
an increase from just over half today.  S:02

As growing numbers of people move in search of 
a better life, our cities will get more crowded. And 
as urban space becomes scarcer and the cost of 
housing rises, billions of people will struggle to find an 
adequate and affordable place to live. – SPACE10  S:02 

“The housing crisis is a major factor in the high cost of 
living in the capital, as well as putting home ownership 
out of the reach of many young Londoners. I cannot 
overestimate how terrible a situation we inherited.”
– London mayor Sadiq Khan 

This shift in living culture means that more people will 
live together, more and more people will live closer 
together in cities, having fewer possessions, and 
sharing those more often. In addition, there is now a 
generation that only can afford smaller homes. – One 
Shared House 2030  S:03 
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SLEEP 
Returning to the activity focus of this project: sleep. 
People generally find it difficult to go to bed because 
there is no direct gratification. Also called deferred 
gratification, it is a process that the subject undergoes 
when the subject resists the temptation of an 
immediate reward in preference for a later reward. 
This can possibly be changed by making the 'evening 
ritual' more of an exiting experience itself. 

1 in 3 adults identifies with postponing going to bed. 
Their behaviour does not match their intentions. 
Procrastination is an example of a problem with self-
control. You will experience the benefits of going to 
sleep on time longterm. This is an example of delay 
discounting: the further in time something is from us, 
the less valuable we find it.

Media use has become a habit for us. When it's time to 
go to sleep, we often find ourselves in front of a screen. 
Then we are in a field of tension. We look at the short-
term benefits of that media use and what it will cost us 
in the long term. Furthermore, those media are really 
embedded in our daily routines. They are immediately 
around us. We need to invest little and we get a lot in 
return. We need that self-control, which is not evident 
in the evening. 

CURRENT SLEEP AIDS AND MULTISENSORY ‘SPACE 
INFLUENCERS’
Devices such as the Philips Somneo and Sonos system, 
do not offer a harmonious experience, and must often 
be controlled individually. In addition, these tools do 
not focus on the 'smaller living spaces' context. As 
explained above, the prototype solution should be 
embedded in our daily routine to have a chance to 
compete with the existing distracting alternatives. 
It should also look at the short-term benefits of that 

competing media and outweigh its cost. Furthermore, 
a system that combines light and sound devices such 
as IFTTT is not aware of the needs of the user. Adding 
a tracker that can collect some sort of data about the 
user, can make the experience more personal and 
increase value for the user.

POSITIONING THE PROJECT
Previous sketches and early concepts indicate 
that there are recurring properties for this project.  
Three central pillars were created to guide further 
development of the project, while still keeping the 
same heading as at the start of the project. All 
research, concepts and prototypes revolve around 
the three pillars: place, user and object.

furniture

tech

architecture

private perception

personal

experience

activity

health

needs

user object

place

physical object

sensory choreography

The three central pillars.
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WHAT’S OUT THERE
To draw inspiration of and use existing knowledge, I 
researched what devices are available already in the 
context of sleep. What consumer devices already exist 
that are designed to influence sleeping environments? 
The sleep and wakeup lamp Philips Somneo is ahead 
of it’s competitors. Because the relax breath-function 
was not well designed, it acts just as a timed Philips 
HUE lamp or a Lifix led bulb with a gradual light 
transition in only one color. The Casper bed lamp has 
a great feature that lets the user control it by physical 
gestures. A user test was conducted with the Philips 
Somneo to experience the pains and gains of using 
the product. For this purpose, the two latest Philips 
wake-up lamps were tested for a month.

These devices directed my attention to domotic 
systems (home automation), causing me to question: 
What consumer devices do already exist that are 
designed to influence living environments in general? 
From this exploration, a map was made, categorized 
in media: air (sound and scent), light and physical. This 
list provided the project with a starting point to work 
from. Furthermore the system was sketched out for 
such a domotic system: what components can an IoT 
/ multisensory system consist of? The map that was 
made provided the specific parts of a system that 
would need to be designed.

Furthermore, various works were researched for 
inspiration: furniture designs that are responsive to 
mood, spatial installations, installations that focussed 
on the use of light and various tactile works.

SPACE, ACTIVITY AND EFFECT
What does existing information tell about spatial 
design? The design should take into account the 
engagement of the space with all senses in synergy, 
which strengthens their engagement with their 
surroundings. A set of four factors determine whether 
an environment is considered as ideal. During 
research about the relation between space and 
activity, it became clear that, while most activities are 
fixed mind states, the act of going to bed actually is a 
big transition, not the activity itself. Furthermore, the 
question was asked: How are activities influenced by 
their surroundings? Living on a small footprint, like the 
student room, there are dominant spaces (because of 
furniture or other stimuli) that overrule other designs. 
Therefore, the design of this project must take into 
account not to be dominant towards a particular 
activity itself.

An in-depth inquiry was done on the area of flexible 
living spaces, with the question: How do flexible 
spaces in a small living environment look like? 
Online resources about tiny houses were consulted, 
specifically how these small environments handle 
change of activities. A chart was mapped with spaces 
that have a fixed activity and with spaces that are 
most flexible in facilitating multiple activities. Because 
this group of possible respondents were not willing 
to participate, I did not continue with this direction of 
interest.

A DESIGN FOR THE TARGET GROUP
Continuing with students as the target group, I 
explored design methods to map opportunities to 
facilitate the user with features. By using the design 
method ‘value proposition design’, data from the 
survey was used. The online survey posted the 
question: How does the current evening routine of 
the user look like and what do they value? The survey 
revealed information about the target group: they 
want to improve behaviour because they find health 
important and recognise the benefits from good 
sleep. Friction between goals and reality became 
clear: respondents reported to be busy with study 
and work or distracted by digital media. These insight 
were used to form a customer profile. The profile 
was used to uncover the following question: What 
pains and gains does the target group experience 
during their evening? This resulted in a map that was 
then used to pick possible problems that the design 
could eliminate, and thus create value for the user. 
Also, a user journey about sleep was made from the 
customer profile information. The same map was 
made from the perspective of the product: the value 
map. This overview helped uncover what services and 
features would benefit the user. The resulting concept 
is a visualisation of the user journey, called the value 
sketch, clearly communicating the concept and its 
features. 

RESEARCH ACTIVITIES
The following research questions and conclusions are documented more extensive after the summary.
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TARGETING SENSES
Now the concept was clear, more research was done 
about how the installation should output the light, 
sound and smell to create the desired effect: creating 
a preferred alternative to the sleep-procrastinating 
alternatives. Questions about light posed: what is the 
effect of color on one's mood? What natural color 
gradients can be made as input for the LED lights? 
How do color gradients based on psychological 
effects look like? These resulted in different color 
palettes to be tested in the prototypes. Besides color 
and intensity, other characteristics of light were also 
researched. Following the concept of dynamic lighting 
design, what are useful features for designing light? 
This uncovered the practice of circadian lighting, 
which improves quality of sleep and wellbeing. 
Furthermore, some practical tests with material 
and light direction provided insights for building the 
prototype.

Scent encoding: How powerful is smell for the creation 
of a custom ambience? The sense of smell plays an 
important role in the physiological effects of mood, 
stress, and working capacity, because the olfactory 
system is directly connected with the limbic structures 
that process emotion, scent is extremely suitable, no 
other sensory system has this type of intimate link 
with the neural areas of emotion. Associative learning, 
the process by which one event is linked to another 
because of an individual’s past experience, can be 
used to encourage the user to start winding down and 
to strengthen  their routine.

In regard to scent, also technical questions were 
asked to explore the techniques used to disperse 
scent. Both ultrasonic diffusers and nebulizer diffusers 
were studied, but the prototype will use the air 
nebulizer method for testing, because it is an easy 

construction used to make multiple scent devices. 
Different blends of essential oils were used to test 
the speed of smell across a certain distance and the 
speed that the respondent noticed the scent. It turns 
out that in a normal sized bedroom, a blend can be 
noticed within 2 minutes, from 3 meters away from 
the device. From one meter away, it takes less than a 
minute to notice a certain scent.
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PROTOTYPES AND TESTING
The first concept developed was a sleep pod design, 
a space-in-a-space concept where the user would 
shield themself from other stimulants. After exploring 
more options, it was clear that an installation emitting 
its qualities outwards would be more interesting than 
one shielding them off from the outside.

Thus, the following concept proposed a scent, light 
and audio composition based on activity, like an 
ambient cinema projection in the entire room. This 
concept emphasised the evening in particular. A 
timetable of events was made containing data 
collection about the user and their spatial experience 
during the evening that reflect the user with their  
‘data self’.
 
This data profile posted the following question: What 
data feeds the experience and how does it add value? 
The project started with using data from Google 
Fit, a fitness tracker app for Android phones. Data 
requested from Google’s API included the level of 
activity of the user, based on steps taken per day.

While building the Google Fit API connection to retrieve 
data, it became clear that the amount of steps per 
day is a too surficial way to describe one's activity. 
Test respondents indicated that this metric is not all 
that important for them. More information from the 
fitness tracker could be used, but that would change 
the target group to people who want to track their 
sport progress. Furthermore, it made more sense to 
incorporate personal information like emotions into 
the system and thus into the design. 

Continuing down this road, the system for data 
collection and an algorithm were designed. These 
were based on questions regarding the collection 
and storage of mood data and furthermore ways 

an algorithm can output this data effectively. A 
prototype app was made in order for the user to 
input their moods and feeling. After a system was 
designed to input data into and a code to extract 
useful information out of it, the spatial experience was 
adapted to the reflection of mood, instead of activity. 
This resulted into a system design of three stages, 
including a first draft of a monologue. This monologue 
talks the user through the reflection session. To give 
this voice and the app a more personal feeling a 
character was designed guided by the question 
how to personalize the relationship with the system. 
The mascot Luci the firefly, welcomed by the test 
respondents, was designed and will connect with the 
user at different touchpoints, for instance through 
graphics in the app and voice during the experience. 
Concept visualisations were made for the physical 
installation, to discover what physical shape can be lit. 
During tests with respondents different shapes were 
tested.
 

V3 prototype frame.Test subject filling in the prototype mood tracker app.
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DESIGN SOLUTION
The final prototype trying to answer the research 
question takes the shapes of a physical installation 
orchestrating a multisensory experience and a related 
mood tracking app. With light, sound and scent the 
installation transforms the space which it hangs in to 
one that matches the mental state of the user. The 
experience will nudge the user to start their evening 
routine on time according to their preferences, trying 
to help the user to go to bed in time and get high-
quality sleep. The character, Luci, whom the user 
interacts with guides the user trough meditation and 
reflection stages, during which the user reflects on 
their feelings of today, which were monitored with the 
app. During this process, light and scent co-operate 
to create a unique atmosphere determined by the 
algorithm.

Prototype moodtracker app. Luci the mascot and the inside of prototype 3.
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DESIGN SETTING

ambience

environment
atmosphere
surroundings

climate
medium
ambient

environment

climate
habitat
setting

situation
surroundings

ambiance
aura

backdrop
context
domain
milieu
scene
terrain

territory

atmosphere

aura
character

climate
environment

feeling
flavor
mood
place
spirit

impression

spirit

feeling
genius

meaning
quality
sense
tone

temper

emotion

affection
desire

empathy
excitement

feeling
sympathy

warmth
affect

disturbance
ecstasy
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WHAT’S OUT THERE : CONTEXT SLEEP
What consumer devices do already exist that are designed to influence sleeping environments?

Physical gestures
Philips Somneo

Casper bedlamp

Lifx bulbs
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WHAT’S OUT THERE : DOMOTICS
What consumer devices already exist that are designed to influence living environments in general?

Light warmth

intencity

Physical

interface

color

shape

 
sound
scape

humidity

temp

light

gyro

mic
noise

aroma

Air

LED strip, bulbs (LED ring)
Wake and sleep routines

textiles, fiberglass, wood

Bluetooth, WIFI
network: direct, hub / mesh
global, per room, per bulb
scenes, schedule, photo to light

schedule, per room, learning

white, kelvin, RGB

OUTPUT SENSORSCONECTIVITY

Ultrasonic (Ultrasonic Vibration)
Heat
Evaporative (Wind/Fan)
Nebulizer (Force/Atomization)

Bluetooth speakers

directional speaker
parabolic reflector / beam

sound

   S:32   S:33   S:34 
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SYSTEM MAP
What components can an IoT / multisensory system consist of?

control

light

intencity

color

interface 
digital

interface
physical

vibration

Tactile

sound
scape

tactile

shape

warmth

aroma
air

INTERFACE

BACKEND

PHYSICAL
INSTALLATION

AUGMENTED 
INSTALLATION

flexible
property

fixed
property
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While emitting the warmer tones (orange and reds), 
almost nothing illuminates.

Poor sound quality.

Interface is intuitively designed, but takes away from 
the experience, since it is placed on the front.

Only choice of material is cheap feeling plastic.

"Relax breath" mode is pulsing light too fast, there is a 
flicker in intensity.

The old model had a bad interface; buttons are on the 
back where you cannot see them.

Bad scene transitions are the worst downside: when 
activating functions, the light goes off and then 
completely on (lighting a dark room bright), they do 
not take into account the current situation.

The ratio of intensity to heat is fixed: I cannot choose a 
strong warm glow.

The light has a nice quality and is diffuse, emits 180 
degrees from light fixture.

Sunset dimming works well: because of the gradual 
change you hardly notice it and get used to it easily.

Waking up with the light is very pleasant: waking up in 
a lit room does give an energized feeling.

Link with the phone app is nice, but this interface is not 
quite intuitively designed.

A noticeable takeaway is that while during the ‘sunset’ 
you hardly notice the gradual change. Even though 
this is a pleasant transition, the user will have to notice 
the (proposed) change in energy. This is bad, for if 
the user does not notice the change of scenario, they 
may continue what they are doing instead of start to 
unwind. Therefore, a noticeable ‘notification’ element 
is needs to be incorporated. 

USER TEST : PHILIPS SOMNEO
Pains and gains of using the two latest Philips wake-up lamps.

+ !-

MORE IMAGES ATTACHED
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HUMAN SENSES
Which senses could contribute to a spatial experience?

=

experience

interface

SMELL

RELAXING

HEARING

EATING

SIGHT 
INTIMACY

TASTE

SLEEP

WORK

TRAVEL

TOUCH HYGIENE

THERMOCEPTION

SOCIAL
STUDENT ROOM

BASIC SENSES STIMULI  RHYTHMIC ACTIVITIES SPATIAL  CONTEXT

lig
ht

sh
ap

e
m

at
er

ia
l

ai
r

so
un

ds
ca

pe
vi

br
at

io
n
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JOHANNA SEELEMANN 
"Terra Incognita explores the ultimate tool for car 
styling — namely industrial modelling clay and 
comprises a collection of ever-stylistically adaptable 
products. Commonly used to sculpt ephemeral 1:1 car 
clay models, this wax-based material is re-purposed 
in this work to make products that are stable but 
remain ever-transformable for the user.

Industrial clay inherits the political weight of car 
design in Germany based on societal and economic 
dependencies. While the obsolescence of desirability 
is a driving motor for object evolution and corporate 
power, it can also tell the story of the human hand in 
the generation of mass-produced objects through 
a form of industrial craftsmanship that relies on the 
age-old art of sculpture."  S:04 

ALICJA CZOP 
"How intimate relationships between people look like 
have been changed by modern technology, but is this 
a change we just have to accept, or that benefits us? 
‘Dare to Feel’ is a series of products which gives users 
increased possibilities to maintain relations in real life.

Intimacy is strongly based on touch and smell. ‘Dare 
to Feel’ is a series of products which will create an 
intimate and safe to release emotions place by 
using these key senses. The low seat sofa is a space 
to spend time together or to be only with your own 
emotions. The upholstery material used for this object 
is velvet which allows the emotional and tactile 
experience. Based on the feedback from Millennials, 
the sense of smell is an essential element of intimacy 
as well as varying temperatures of light. Colours, 
materials, and shapes create the environment which 
is not only a comfortable place for the individual or a 
couple but will give this feeling of safety to open up 
about emotions."   S:05 

WHAT’S OUT THERE : 
FURNITURE
Furniture design responsive to mood.

Seelemann, J. (n.d.). Terra Incognita [Photograph]. Retrieved from 
https://johannaseelemann.com/Terra-Incognita

Czop, A. (n.d.). Dare To Feel [Photograph]. Retrieved from https://ddw.nl/en/
programme/1730/dare-to-feel-use-your-senses-and-enter-the-world-of-intimacy
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WHAT’S OUT THERE : 
SPATIAL INSTALLATIONS

Ball Chair, Eero Aarnio

Humanoids, Ernesto Netto

Vitra Living Tower, Verner Panton

Visiona, Verner Panton

Ernesto Netto

Work by Ernesto Netto
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WHAT’S OUT THERE : LIGHT 
INSTALLATIONS

Great Animal Orchestra, UVA

Olafeur Eliasson, Contact

One line drawing, Chris Fraser Fosfeen, Daniel de Bruin

New Dawn, UVA
Limen, 
UVA
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WHAT’S OUT THERE : LIGHT 
INSTALLATIONS

In Outline, Chris Fraser

Yellowbluepink, Fiona Janssen

Curve, Schweigman&

Opal, Daniel de Bruin

Sky Space, James Turell

Breathing Light,
James Turell
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WHAT’S OUT THERE : TACTILE 
INSTALLATIONS

PatrIk Ervell
Temporary retail installation consisting of wall 
panels made of wood and pink fiberglass insulation 
foam, with two glass vitrines containing ervell’s 
autumn/winter 2017 collection.

Red Dot, Gaudutė Žilytė

LULA, Gaudutė Žilytė
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IDEAL ENVIRONMENTS
What does existing information tell about spatial design?

Phenomenology is the reflective study of how things 
appear to our conscious awareness, and ultimately 
how the world appears to us in terms of our subjective 
experience. Consciousness consists of all those states 
of feelings, or sensations, or awareness. It begins in the 
morning when you wake up from a dream, and it goes 
on all day, until you fall asleep. Consciousness comes 
in unified fields: you don’t just have sight, sound, and 
weight but they occur as part of one single great 
conscious field.  S:06   S:38 

How successful an environment is depends on the 
atmosphere that is created in that space. Thinking 
about how we engage all our senses in synergy, 
rather than one at a time, to promote a pleasant 
and productive work space leads to a more positive 
frame of mind. This strengthens our engagement with 
our surroundings, making positive moods more likely 
to occur. When people are in a positive mood they 
are more likely to be relaxed, efficient, creative, more 
cooperative and helpful.  S:22   S:23   S:24 

Ideal environments are places where people “feel self-
assured and competent, where they can familiarize 
themselves with the environment whilst also being 
engaged with it”. S:07   S:08

There are four factors that determine th effectiveness 
of an environment:

1. UNITY:
The sense that things in the environment work well 
together.

2. LEGIBILITY:
The assumption that a person can traverse and 
navigate the environment without getting lost.

3. COMPLEXITY:
The amount of information and diversity in an 
environment that make it worth learning about.

4. MYSTERY:
The expectation of being able to acquire more 
information about an environment.

CONCLUSION
A take away from this is that the medium of light, 
sound and smell should come together as one, and 
should not be experienced as disjointed elements.

The process and possible interface navigation should 
be easy to understand. In spite of that, the process 
can require some attention of the user. 

Furthermore, not everything has to be clear at first 
hand, it is possible to unfold more information at a 
further stage to create the idea of mystery. 
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HOW DO ACTIVITIES OCCUR? 
We tend to think of activities like actions that follow 
op on one another during our day, like boxes in the 
first figure. However, in reality we experience most 
activities more fluent, like the gradient of the figure 
below. 

Even though some activities can be illustrated by the 
box model in the left, sleep is an unconscious activity 
in which we transition.

EFFECT OF SURROUNDINGS
A living environment with multiple spaces dedicated 
to certain activities provokes these when one is 
present is the corresponding space. Sensory input like 
sight, smell and hearing triggers memories of past 
activities in a space. If not rational, the sensory stimuli 
of the atmosphere influence your energy. 

As expected, a room -like a student room- that 
facilitates a lot more that just one activity will not get 
you in the (optimal) state of mind for a particular task. 
The task that is performed the most within the given 
space or the activity that the space was primarily 
designed for, becomes the dominant one, overruling 
other activities.

RELATION BETWEEN SPACE & ACTIVITY
How are activities influenced by our surroundings?

Figure 1: boxed activities.

Figure 2: overflowing activities.

sleep
(transition)

work
(state)

Living in differentiated, dedicated spaces: 
activities A, B and C have their separate space.

Living on a small footprint: the dominant activity 
overrules other activities.

A

B

C

A

B

C
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ONLINE SURVEY
How does the target group's current evening routine look like and what does the group value?

The survey served to test whether there is interest 
within the target group to improve the evening routine. 
The data shows that there is interest and that the 
target group does also have obstacles in this context. 
Furthermore, the results were used to form a user 
map and a value map to discover what a user would 
benefit from in the design of the experience. 

A survey in which forty people participated, 
generated more insights about evening routines 
of other students. Just like me, the target group 
exists of students in their twenties. The students that 
participated followed a Bachelor level study (HBO and 
university). The man/woman ratio of respondents of 
the survey where equally distributed. Half of them live 
in a student room / house, a quarter of the students 
live in a studio or apartment. Others live with their 
parents. The average student living space of those 
living by themselves is 21 square meters. The following 
is a short summary of the recorded responses.

ROUTINE 
• Breakfast appeared to be above average important 
(2.7 out of 4).

• The term "going to bed" meant cleaning, washing 
yourself and intimacy for most.

• Reading a book only comes after packing the bag in 
terms of importance.

• The evening routine is considered important above 
average (2.8 out of 4).

• Relaxing is just as important as social activities within 
in the house.

• Sleep is rated quite important (3.5 out of 4).

• Why most find it hard to go to bed: they want to get 
more out of the day, are not tired yet, feeling that the 
day is soon over.

• Almost half of the students spent only a maximum of 
fifteen minutes on their evening routine.

• Slightly more than half of the respondents say that 
they don't want to waste more time on their evening 
routine.

Students say the following about their reasons to 
value sleep:

“I notice that when I am outside of my natural sleep 
rhythm too much, everything becomes more difficult. I 
have more negative emotion, including frustration. ”

"Because sleep is important for how I function for my 
study, but also determines how well I feel mentally and 
physically."

“For a long time I suffered from fatigue sometime 
in the afternoon. And that often got in the way, so I 
always pay close attention to my sleeping patterns 
and where I get energy from.”

"Because I notice that I function much worse without 
good sleep"

TIME 
• Less than half of the respondents did go to bed in 
time yesterday (a weekday), a quarter did go to bed 
in time a week ago and 15% went to bed in time more 
than a week ago.

• Half of the students spend little time on their evening 

routine (5-15 minutes). The other two quarts spend 15-
30 and 30-50 minutes.

• All students indicate they want to spend an average 
amount of time on their evening routine.  (15-30 
minutes)

• More than half of the respondents indicate they 
want to start their evening routine at least 30 minutes 
earlier.

• Only a third goes to bed because they are genuinely 
tired.

• By far the most popular activities before going to bed 
are studying and watching a movie. Gaming and work 
share a third place.

• Most students measure success as: ‘coming out of 
bed easily’ followed by ‘waking up by myself’.

SIGNIFICANCE 
Students in their twenties care about the sleep they 
are getting. They care because of having energy 
the next day and they notice the effect of sleep on 
their mental state. But the respondents indicate they 
do not want to ‘waste’ a lot of time on their evening 
routine. They value their time, saying they want to get 
more out of the day, meaning studying or  watching a 
movie. This results in going to bed later than planned 
for a lot of them. Currently, most of the questioned 
students do not spend more than 15 minutes on their 
evening routine. An ideal evening routine would be 15 
to 30 minutes of length, starting a half hour earlier at 
least. The testing metric for success could be: coming 
out of bed easily, on time.
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The design method ‘value proposition design' was 
used  S:09 . Push and pull are two techniques that 
are common starting points to discover how to add 
value in the development of a product or service. 
Push indicates that you are starting the design of your 
value proposition from a technology or innovation you 
possess, whereas pull means you're beginning with a 
manifest customer job, pain, or gain. 

During the project, the solution was approached 
from both the technology (mainly the medium light 
and air) and the customer pain (going to bed too 
late, compromising quality sleep). In parallel tracks, 
I worked on how the mediums light and scent could 
be used by various technologies and what would be 
beneficial for the user during their evening routine.

MARKET FIT
What design method maps opportunities to inform the user about features?

VALUE MAP CUSTOMER PROFILE

FIT
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CUSTOMER PROFILE
What does the target group experience during their evening?

The customer profile was 
sketched to map the objectives, 
difficulties and joys of the 
user during his or her evening 
routine. The assumptions about 
objectives, pains and gains were 
confirmed by the results from the 
survey. Additional pains and gains 
from the survey insights where 
added to enhance the customer 
profile.

JOBS 
- get more out of the day 
(studying and watching a movie)
- having energy and a positive 
mental state the next day
- don’t ‘waste’ a lot of time on the 
evening routine
- relax with mindless activity
- get high-quality sleep

PAINS
- starting the evening routine too 
late, which makes it too short for 
a wind-down and resulting in too 
little sleep or waking up later than 
planned
- not noticing the time 

GAINS
- evening routine with duration of 
15 to 30 minutes
- coming out of bed easily, and on 
time
- feeling productive
- going to bed on time
- getting tired from winding down
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USER JOURNEY: SLEEP
What are the pains and gains of the user during the bed ritual?

wake on 
time

energy

positive 
mental 

state

wake after 
cycle

coming 
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optimal 
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quality 
sleep
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time

time for 
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VALUE MAP
What services and features are valuable for the user?

This map shows all features that the value proposition 
builds on. It lists the features facilitating the customer's 
goals, pain relievers and gain creators that the user 
seeks.

PRODUCT AND SERVICES
- Create a unified atmosphere within the whole room
- Notify the user of the time according to their own set 
rhythm
- Facilitate a moment and environment to wind down 
and reflect 

PAIN RELIEVERS
- Support user of its daily rhythm
- Automatically change the atmosphere

GAIN CREATORS
- Looking forward to winding down (reflecting also as 
a ‘productive’ activity)
- Make the wind down moment a personal ritual, 
something to look forward to
- Encoded behavioural change that is linked with the 
scent and light
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CONCEPT : GLOBAL SCENARIO
Proposal for a scent, light and audio composition 
based on activity. 

Energy
phase

3 Creativity state2 Study or work 4 Socialize and relax 5 Wind down

Focus on the 
evening

1 Morning routineWake

Light HUE

Sleep

oil mixture +
soundscape
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TIMETABLE EVENTS
Timetable design for the data collection and spatial experience during the evening routine.

Activity Wind down SleepMorningWake up Afternoon Evening

Light HUE

Sound

App GUI

Reflection

Scent

Wind down during the evening 
ritual of the user, for example: 
reading a book and brushing 
teeth.

Scent and light experience 
based on the collected data 
of the user: the input of their 
current mood 3x a day.

App asks to write down what 
you want to pay attention to 
the next day.

App shows user last 
nights improvements 
notes.

Probe feelingShow notes Probe feeling Probe feeling

Audible nudge routine Audible start reflectionwake alarm

Take notes

The elements scent, light HUE and sound refer to the physical installation hanging in the 
room. The app's graphical interface refers to the visuals of the corresponding mobile 
application.
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DATA PROFILE
What data feeds the experience and how does it add value?

In order for the installation to be unique and personalised, 
a 'data duo' has to be created of the user, which will reflect 
upon it. The 'data duo' will contain all kinds of emotional data. 
Because emotion is not very easy to track automatically, a 
custom mood tracker app prototype was made.

TRACKERS
Several trackers of emotion exist in the shape of a wristband 
or other kind of wearable. Fitbit is a band type of wearable, 
which is not made for mood tracking because it focusses 
on heart rate and is a fitness tracker that also tracks sleep. 
Spire is a smaller device that acts as a stress management 
tracker, and is therefore a very limited tracker for emotions. 
The Motiv Ring is one of the smallest body trackers, but again 
focusses on fitness and calories. 

Upmood is a wearable that does focus on mood, detecting 
sweat induced moisture, temperature and movement. It is 
able to detect spikes in any activity, claiming to know when 
a user is anxious, depressed or stressed.

Moodbeam is also a wearable that tracks mood, but it only 
tracks positive or negative mood. And thereby has very 
limited data.

APPS
For this research several mood tracker apps were tested. 
Moodpath is an app that asks you a set of different 
questions every day a couple of times. It also always asks to 
fill in a current state of mind and an overall 'happiness' level. 
The app is used for research.

Habitify is an app that focusses more on learning new 
habits and was more pragmatic in use, therefore not 
very appealing if the user does not have a strong intrinsic 
motivation. AiMei is particularly interesting because of the 
dialogue design. This made the interaction more personal 
and easer to walk through.

DIALOGE

WEIGHT ANSWEAR

PROGRESS BAR

OVERALL MOOD

POSSIBILITY MULTIPLE

Fitbit tracker

Moodbeam wristband

Screenshots of the Moodpath app

HabitifyScreenshot of the AiMei app Moodpath

https://www.researchgate.net/publica-
tion/319437406_TapSense_combining_
self-report_patterns_and_typing_character-
istics_for_smartphone_based_emotion_de-
tection
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Little characters can make a platform more personal, 
authentic, trustworthy, fun, and engaging and thus 
improve the user experience. A mascot can help to 
build brand identity and express personality. This is 
interesting in this project, since the installation relates 
to emotions and tries to evoke thoughts from the user. 
As the images on the right show, large brands like 
Android, Headspace and Mailchimp use characters 
designed with personality for these reasons. 

A concept character was made in a simple 2d style 
shape to personalise the engagement with the 
system. It will form a more emotional bond with the 
user instead of interacting with a pragmatic system.

FIREFLY
The character for the installation is based on a firefly, 
since it shares the seemingly magical ability to emit 
light just as the light fixture of the system. The name of 
the mascot, Luci, is inspired by the chemical reaction 
inside the organism that produces the visible light of 
the insect. The reaction involves an enzyme known as 
luciferase.  S:37 

TAMAGOTCHI 
The tamagotchi-like character grows with the user. It 
is there to show his or her efforts and to support the 
user. The mascot appears in the app (the graphical 
user interface) and in the physical light fixture (trough 
light and sound). Luci will be there for the user to close 
off the day with a mindful reflection.

Complexity, one of the four factors that determine 
whether an environment is ideal, can be applied to 
the relationshop between the user and the character 
of the installation. Because the amount of information 
and diversity in an environment can make it worth 
learning about, a developing relationship can add 
value.

CHARACTER DESIGN
How to personalise the relationship with the system?

Utsushi-Dan Owl digitalphoto.cocolog-nifty.comDesign of the character: Luci.
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MOOD PROBE & SPATIAL EXPERIENCE
Design of the system in three stages, including a first draft of the monologue.

FEELING PROBE
(morning, afternoon, evening. In chat 
context with Luci the firebug.)

GENERAL

Hello! I was wondering how you are 
doing at the moment.

At the moment my day is going...
terrible / bad / moderate / good
very good

BODY

Take a moment to  be aware of your 
body. In what state are you?

active / alert / tired / relaxed / tense

MIND

How are you feeling right now?

HAPPY: (aroused & positive)
alert, energetic, exited

RELAXED: (positive & not aroused)
satisfied, calm

SAD: (negative & not aroused)
sleepy, empty, lonely

STRESSED: (negative & aroused)
nervous, anxious, affright

3x dataset

EVENING WIND DOWN 

Audible and smellable nudge of 
the character to start your evening 
routine. The light gently fades 
on, and starts to transition to the 
starting color of the reflection 
session.

EVENING REFLECTION

Audible notification of character 
to start the reflection. Light cycles 
trough the 4 stages of the reflection. 
Colors are based on the probed 
feelings of today.

RELAX : focus on body.
Hello again! Make yourself 
comfortable... Just lay down. Gently 
place your hand on your body. and 
notice the movement of your body. 
Let thoughts come and go...

REFLECT : focus on memories, feelings.
You told me you are feeling... do you 
know what caused it? 3x

NOTE : focus on habits.
While thinking about your day, is there 
something you would like to write 
down? Something you want to pay 
attention to tomorrow perhaps.

FALL ASLEEP : focus on body.
Take your focus back on your body 
by taking a deep breath. Breathing 
in through the nose and out through 
the mouth. Notice the flow of the 
air through your lungs. Notice the 
weight of your body laying down. Your 
feet, legs, back. When you breath in 
naturally, take a short pause at the 
top. Relax your hands and your arms. 
Let go of any tension in the neck and 
try to relax your face... 

MORNING START

Morning alarm

Good morning! I hope you slept well. 
Here are your improvement notes 
from last night: ...

3-
10

 m
in

1 m
in

3-
6

1-
3 

m
in
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SYSTEM ALGORITHM V1
How to collect and store mood data and how can an algorithm output the data to experience?
Visuals of the system in MAX MSP can be found in the section attachments.

scent blend x for reflection

1

2

3

4 positive 
valence

negative
valence

low activation

high activationhigh activation

FEELING PROBE

GENERAL

At the moment my day is going:
terrible / bad / moderate / good
very good

BODY

active / alert / tired / relaxed / 
tense

MIND

(HAPPY) aroused & positive
alert, energrtic, exited

(RELAXED) positive & not aroused
statisfied, calm

(SAD) negative & not aroused
sleepy, empty, lonely

(STRESSED) negative & aroused
nervous, anxious, afraight

EVENING WIND DOWN 

Audible &
smellable nudge 

light gently fades on starts 
transition

EVENING REFLECTION
Audible notification of character 
scent dispersion

relax
focus on body

reflect
focus on memories, feelings

note
focus on habbits
1 min
scent dispersion

fall asleep
focus on body
3-10 min

dialogue 2dialogue 2

length
length

dialogue 1dialogue 1

dialogue 3
dialogue 3

warm white
top light

top & bottom lighttop & bottom light

warm orangewarm orange

notification sound

scent blend x scent blend x 

scent blend x scent blend x 

scent blend sleep

bottom light

scent blend routine

start sound

warm red

black

3-6 min

1-3 min

morning
GENERAL
BODY
MIND

afternoon
GENERAL
BODY
MIND

evening
GENERAL
BODY
MIND

nature sound with Luci

lengthlength
led value
led value

led hue
led hue

led value
led value

length + led hue

length + led hue

currentdate: {
 morning: {
  general:  0,
  body : 0,
  mind:  {
   hipv : 0,
   lapv : 0, ...
  }
  "moods" : [0, 0, ... ]
 }
 noon: {....}
 evening: {...}

Database design:
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VALUE SKETCH
A visual map of the user journey.

2 Hang up
After mounting, Luci the mascot will guide the user 
through the set-up of inputting the desired time to go to 
bed and the desired length of his/ her evening routine. It 
will then explain what wil happen next (sounds, smell and 
light).

5 Wind down
When it is time to begin your reflection, Luci will make a 
sound once more. After confirming in the app that you 
are in bed and ready, a voice will talk you trough relaxing 
on your bed for a few minutes.

6 Reflection
When relaxed, it is time to take a moment to reflect on 
your day. The voice will ask three times how you felt 
today and to think about why or how this happened. The 
questions asked, the colors of the light and oil blends will 
be determined by the answers that the user filled in that 
day.

7 Note and fall asleep
After reflecting on how you felt, you will have the 
opportunity to note down a to-do list, what to pay 
attention to or something else. This way, you can fall 
asleep mindful without having to worry about forgetting 
something. The voice and scent will walk you trough the 
second relaxation session to help you fall asleep.

4 Probing
Three times a day (during the morning, noon and 
afternoon) the user will get a notification from Luci, asking 
a few questions. The mood inquiry is designed like a chat 
between Luci and the user, and is short to complete.

1 Set up
Before opening the box, the user can install the app and 
get to know Luci. The mascot will guide the user trough 
how to mount the product on the ceiling, like a digital Ikea 
instruction. 

3 Nudge atmosphere
While doing your thing during the evening, you get a 
nudge by way of scent and light. You know it is time to 
wrap up when you hear the sound of Luci the firefly and 
the stimuli will get you in the mood to wind down.
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LIGHT
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Warm colors increase thermal comfort: color can 
affect how warm you feel.

Pink reduces aggression. Research into color schemes 
within California prisons found that the color pink 
has a tremendous tranquilizing effect on aggressive 
behaviour

Red makes you anxious, hinders creative thinking. A 
study of adults given typing tasks within either red 
or blue offices found that those kept in red offices 
reported higher anxiety and stress.

Green reduces stress.

Blue is relaxing, enhances creativity. Cool colors, such 
as blue, tend to have a relaxing effect, opposing warm 
colors such as red and orange.

White promotes trust.

Yellow promotes social activity. A study of guests in 
different colored cocktail party rooms (i.e., red, blue, 
and yellow) found that guests were more socially 
active in both red and yellow rooms, but that those 
in the yellow rooms ate twice as much. On the other 
hand, those in the red rooms reported feeling hungrier 
and thirstier.

 S:10   S:11   S:12   S:41 

COLOR PSYCHOLOGY
What is the effect of color on mood?
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COLOR RESEARCH
What natural color gradients can be made as input for the LED lights?
And how do color gradients based on psychological effect look like?

NATURAL PROFILE
Gradients based on sky and sunset colors.

PSYCHOLOGICAL PROFILE
Gradients based on colors that provoke a 
certain psychological effect.
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DYNAMIC LIGHTING DESIGN
What are useful features for designing light?

Circadian lighting brings daylight indoors. The term 
encompasses lighting designed to stabilise the 
human day/night rhythm. This type of dynamic 
lighting can also contribute significantly to well-being 
at home.  S:13   S:16 

The right lighting helps improve quality of sleep and 
well-being. People go to sleep more easily, wake up 
less frequently, are more alert and more active during 
the day. This is confirmed by a study conducted by 
Professor Dr. Jarek Krajewski' at Jammertal Golf and 
Spa Resort wellness hotel in Datteln, Germany. The 
triangle-shaped graphic displays three primary 
design features of light; visual comfort, visual 
performance and visual ambience.

For the lightning design a material was chosen that 
could be moulded in a shape so that a larger surface 
would emit the light, not to create a bright spotlight. 
Nevertheless, by controlling the LED ring inside the light 
fixture it is still possible to control the direction of the 
light on the shape.

Quick tests where done with the LED light in regards 
to distance to the fabric, type of fabric and the use of 
light reflective material behind the fabric. The tunnel 
shape was chose for the prototype, because it acts 
as a surface that emits light, with control over the 
direction of light. A more elaborate exploration about 
the shape of the installation can be found in the 
chapter ‘prototype’.

 S:35   S:36 

Tunnel shape concept design

Material test with and without reflective 
material

lichtwissen 19. (n.d.). Lighting quality features accoring to DIN EN 12464-1 
[Photograph]. Retrieved from https://lichtwissen.de
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SCENT ENCODING
How powerful is smell for the creation of a custom ambience?

ASSOCIATIVE LEARNING 
In order for an odour to elicit any sort of response, 
you have to first learn to associate it with some event. 
This explanation for how odours affect us is based on 
what is known as associative learning, the process by 
which one event or item comes to be linked to another 
because of an individual’s past experiences.  S:14 

NEURAL AREAS OF EMOTION 
The ability of odour to evoke a response makes scent 
a very suitable media to bring someone in a certain 
state of mind. In the case of this installation, that will 
be the wind down state of mind. There is strong proof 
for reasons why odours trigger emotional connections: 
the olfactory bulbs are part of the limbic system and 
directly connect with limbic structures that process 
emotion (the amygdala) and associative learning (the 
hippocampus). No other sensory system has this type 
of intimate link with the neural areas of emotion and 
associative learning.

The sense of smell plays an important role in the 
physiological effects of mood, stress, and working 
capacity. According to previous studies  S:15   S:19 , 
it can be concluded that fragrances directly and/or 
indirectly affect the psychological and physiological 
conditions of humans. In addition, studies on the 
electroencephalograph clearly revealed that 
fragrances significantly modulate the activities of 
different brain waves and are responsible for various 
states of the brain.  S:40 

The influence of smell on 2 levels:

1 PSYCHOLOGIC EFFECT OF SCENT 
A smell gets you to relax or has a activating 
effect by modulating activities of different 
brain waves.

2 CONDITIONING OF ACTIVITY + REFRENCE 
A smell gets you in a mood to do a certain 
activity and can act as a timing prompt.

ASSOCIATIVE LEARNING WITH THE SYSTEM

Time to 
stop current 
activities 
and start 
preparing for 
going to bed.

The habit to 
think about 
your day and 
recognize 
patterns of 
emotions.

Relax and fall 
asleep.

The daily sequence tries to elicit a set of 3 responses 
every evening. Specific blends of essential oils are the 
reference:
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SCENT DIFFUSERS
What techniques are used to disperse scent?

To decide which technology is appropriate for 
the creation of the smell element of het project, a 
comparison was done between several commercially 
available products. For the installation, it is important 
that there is a variety of scents available and that the 
device should not have to be refilled frequently.  S:17  
 S:18 

ULTRASONIC DIFFUSER
An ultrasonic piezzo creates sound waves that let 
water and oil mixture in the resevoir above it vibrate. 
The vibration breaks up the water and oil mixture 
into micro particles. A fan disperses the mistlike 
microparticles of oil and water.

ULTRASONIC DIFFUSER

NEBULIZER DIFFUSER
This diffuser uses a pressure air pump that forces air 
out a small tube. The difference in air pressure creates 
a suction at a glass tip close to another tip that holds 
a resevoir of essential oils. Due to the suction, pure oil 
is atomized into microparticles and blown out of the 
device.

NEBULIZER DIFFUSER
airlifebetter. (n.d.-b). Ultrasonic diffuser [Photograph]. Retrieved from https://www.airlifebetter.com/ultrasonic-and-nebulizer-dif-
fusers-compared/

airlifebetter. (n.d.-b). Nebulizer diffuser [Photograph]. Retrieved from https://www.airlifebetter.com/ultrasonic-and-nebulizer-dif-
fusers-compared/
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The first prototype of the scent diffuser, that is part of 
a minimal viable product for testing, uses a different 
nebulizer technique than those shown on the previous 
page. A basic air nebulizer provided enough capacity 
for testing. The device consists of a fan mounted in 
a casing with a cotton pad mounted perpendicular 
in the shaft. Essential oils could be applied from the 
underside. Each unit holds a different blend or single 
type of essential oil.

Benefits of an air nebulizer: with this method the 
essential oil is not diluted by water so it is much more 
powerful. Also, there is no water reservoir that has 
to be refilled. Furthermore, no heat is required so the 
chemical structure of the essential oil is not altered.

BLENDS
Neroli 8 parts, lavender 10 parts, ylang-ylang 3 parts 
created a blend to start the wind down. 6 parts neroli, 
1 part incense, 3 parts arve pine as a test scent during 
the reflection phase. The blend for the relax session to 
fall asleep consists of 3 parts cypress, 6 parts orange, 
5 parts lemon. The mix of essential oils was dripped 
onto the cotton pad.  S:20 

TEST DISTANCE
The blend was noticed within 2 minutes, 3 meter away 
from the device in a normal sized bedroom.

TEST SPEED
Without the knowledge of the diffuser working, a 
random timer would set it on. Then a respondent gave 
a sign when noticing the scent. With one meter next 
to the device, the scent was always noticed within 30 
seconds each time.

SCENT PROTOTYPE
Is an air nebulizer efficient and how fast is a scent noticeable?

Dripping a oil mix onto the cotton pad, to be placed in a scent diffuzer. One of the air nebulizers.

Air nebulizers hanging above the test subject for a test.

Prototyping board and two of the air nebulizers.
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07 
PROTOTYPE
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CONCEPT VISUALISATIONS
What physical shape can the light be made in?

A visualised idea for a 360 degree 
light, able to project a colorgradient in 
horizontal direction.

The standing light fixture may be too 
familiar and the emitting light to all 
directions might be too bright to give a 
relaxing effect.

Left: a honeycomb design. Right: a 
light strip that can illuminate a room 
from the same angle the sun naturally 
would, by rotating with the sun.

A hanging light fixture for more reach 
of the light. Again a 360 degree lighting 
a color gradient, in this version in a 
vertical direction.

A faux window as a portal for a 2d light 
gradient. Wooden batten are placed 
along the surface to create more 
depth. This design requires large free 
space along a wall and is therefore not 
suited for the target group.

A hanging structure which enables the 
user to immersive him/her self when 
laying underneath it.

The shape works as a capsule or 
womb. But it is a too large and 
dominant shape in a small student 
room space.

A hanging structure, smaller in shape 
which could be suitable for a small 
student room type of space. 

Even though smaller than the previous 
render, still immersive when laying 
underneath it.

Because of the tunnel shape it also 
acts as a womb but it is not very large 
and does not take in a lot of otherwise 
used space hanging.
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SHAPE EXPLORATION
Possible shapes for the installation of a hanging fixture by creating a half 
space-in-a-space enclosure.
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CONCEPT VISUALISATIONS
Chosen shape to test the proof of concept.

3D render of the tunnel shape
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The whole installation is driven by one Arduino, that is 
linked to all actuators: two LED strips of type WS2812B, a 
four-unit relay module, powering three fans, and a DF 
player connected to a speaker for sounds. The Arduino 
uses the FastLed library to drive the LED light. Max MSP 
is used to communicate via serial to Arduino. Within 
Max time calculations turn on or off corresponding 
actuators. 

GOOGLE FIT
Via a custom NodeJS script data is retrieved from a 
given Google Account. The user needs to grant access 
to continue to pull Google Fit data from their API. They 
need to install Google Fit and take their phone with 
them when moving around.

MOOD TRACKER
For the second technical concept a custom mood 
tracker was made instead of using Google Fit data. A 
custom mood tracker interface was made in Max to 
input the users mood and to save this in a dictionary. 
The data was used in by Max with an algorithm that 
drives the experience.

SYSTEM
Overview of technology in the installation.

LED LIGHT TOP RING

LED LIGHT BOTTOM RING

SCENT FAN 

SCENT FAN 

SCENT FAN 

SPEAKER

RELAY

DF PLAYER

ARDUINO MAX MSP NODEJS HTML+JS

FAST LED TEST INTERFACE TEST V2 INTERFACE API

GOOGLE FIT 
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The installation is tested with three test participants, 
during the evening before the participants went 
to sleep. They experienced a walk-through of the 
wind down, relax end reflection sessions, just as the 
product would have been used normally. Prototype 
v1, v2 and v3 are tested hanging above a bed for the 
participants to lay down on during the experience. 
During the tests of prototype v1 and v2, the wind down 
duration was set to 10 minutes, a shorter time than 
normally would have been chosen.

During testing the proof of concept, two metrics 
were used to test the desired effect: ‘starting evening 
routine on time’ and ‘sleepiness / ease of falling 
asleep’. To answer the research question: how can 
the sleep experience in flexible spaces be made more 
attractive by means of multi-sensory stimulation 
during the 'evening ritual' of students?

All respondents reported to feel attracted to go to bed 
on time or earlier than they would normally, because 
of the wind down and the experience and reflection. 
However, the respondents also indicated that they 
find it difficult to know how long their evening routine 
should be. This problem could be easily solved by 
asking an additional question in the app like “did 
you like the moment I called you to come to bed?”, 
and by giving the user the option to input a time 
earlier or later than that. Of course, the intended 
user experience should be tested for a longer period 
of time, for instance, a week each day. It is quite 
possible that the users would experience the sessions 
differently outside the test setup context. The user 
would need a graphical interface on his or her own 
device for this, preferably wireless connected with the 
installation.

PHYSICAL DESIGN
Respondents indicated that the size of prototype 
version 3 is too big. They may use the device in a larger 
space. The respondents liked the size of prototype 
version 1: a disk emitting light upwards and version 2: 
the disk emitting light downwards with a fabric skirt 
down along the side. They pointed out that they did 
like the size of larger prototype 3 for the experience 
itself. The respondents also liked the idea of a shape 
that could transform: the prototype as is during the 
experience and the lower ring of the tunnel moved up. 
This makes the visual appearance of the device much 
smaller and more decorative when lifted up. 

The respondents reacted positive to the question if 
they would like to shape the installation themselves 
provided that it would include a how-to guide. 
However, this poses new challenges for the lighting 
design and scent flow, since there is less control 
over. A possible solution for this would be a collection 
of shapes to choose from, or a customisable 
ring to make the device a size that suits the user. 
Respondents reacted positive to the round or organic 
shape of the physical installation. More attention to 
the material design of the product could improve the 
appearance and feeling: using a softer fabric and 
more fluent shapes.

CONCLUSION
Findings from user tests.

Quick prototype of version 3: hoisted the lower ring up. Quick physical prototype version 3.

Physical prototype version 2.

Physical prototype version 1.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Suggestions to improve the installation for future 
development.

MOOD PROBING
Partnering up for mood probing with an existing app, 
or continue developing the app and including broader 
questions. Over time the system can uncover patterns 
and become of more value. This data insight can be 
shown in the app and/ during the experience sessions, 
for this also the monologue and user experience 
should be carefully designed.

ACTIVITY TRACKER
The input of activity could be overtaken by a wearable. 
It is recommended that this is an option, not all 
respondents indicated they want to wear a tracker. A 
wearable that tracks activity could more closely tailor 
the wind down and relax sessions to the tiredness or 
activeness of the user. This would also allow for the 
installation to run at more moments 
than the evening alone.

END PRODUCT
A high fidelity product that could launch as a 
prototype is recommended to be controlled by a 
ESP32 instead of an Arduino. WIFI is integrated with this 
microcontroller, so the high fidelity prototype can be 
communicated via web sockets to the users web app 
on their phone. It will house a local database, which 
can be managed by NodeJS. A more professionalized 
end product should be designed with an Atmel 
microcontroller. The U3 microcontroller is not needed 
if product communicates over WIFI instead of USB. It 
is possible to port over Arduino code to C++ native 
firmware code for the microcontroller, and to develop 
further from here.

FUTURE
The development of the product should be designed 
to take into account to facilitate more possible 
features with the existing hardware in the future. 
Think about receiving updates to add a new voice for 
the voice over, an improved algorithm for extensive 
activity tracking with a wearable as explained above. 
For the scent a nebulizer diffuser is recommended, 
because of the powerful smell and less need to add 
oils than with the air nebulizer using cotton pads used 
in the tests.
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RESOURCES
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To explore my interests in the subject environmental 
perception, I started sketching. Because thinking 
about language already gives direction to the project, 
I made visual explorations without any writing. 

This is a process of exploring ideas that Olafur Eliasson 
explains in the video series 'Abstract'. Only after 
the initial exploration with drawing, the theme was 
explored with language.

Before starting the project, it was clear that the design 
space 'daily influences' held my interest. By mapping 
out all object a person could touch on a daily basis I 
visually explored this theme.   

CONCEPT MAP
What is the story I want to tell about?
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physical spaces, volumes

use objects, analog

online spaces, digital

MAP OF DAILY INFLUENCES
What categories exist for the things that influences us on a daily basis?
A maps shows spaces in which we find ourselves daily and usable object with which 
we interface with the world.
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CONCEPT SKETCH: SLEEP POD
The first concept sketches.

These concepts explore a space-in-a-space concept. 
Where the sleep experience is made by encapsulating 
the user in a cocoon like enclosure. The shape of the 
space is inspired by animals and insects that protect 
themselves from others during sleep or cocooning like 
the butterfly.
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RESEARCH: FLEXIBLE LIVING SPACES
How do flexible spaces in a small living environment look like?

Trying to draw inspiration from already existing small 
living spaces, I researched various channels that 
showed how small living spaces (like tiny houses)
are designed. Specifically, I looked at how these 
environments handle the change of activities. And 
mapped these in a chart, ranging from spaces with 
a fixed activity- often looking the same. Up to spaces 
that are most flexible in facilitating activities at the 
other end of the spectrum.

After trying to reach out to Tiny House Community 
Nederland, Heijmans One and Wikkelhuis, it was clear 
that organizing a survey- let alone researching the 
residents would be very difficult. It turns out that the 
focus group of tiny house residents are hard to reach, 
due to the already large interest in the subject, they 
did not want contact. 

Furthermore, it became clear that the concept tiny 
house is not a urgent one. Almost all inhabitants 
choose this way of life due to their own belief, not out 
of a necessity. 

This caused my focus to shift to student living spaces. 
Inhabitants of these spaces are reachable and this is 
a more relevant target group. 
 S:25   S:26   S:27   S:28   S:29   S:30 

cooking

eat

social /
leisure

entrysleep

work /study

hygiene

toilet

FIXED FLEXIBLE

Moodboard with screenshots of inuitive designs.
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PHOTOS FROM USER TEST : PHILIPS SOMNEO
Pains and gains of using the two latest Philips wake-up lamps.

Tested model 1: Philips Connected Somneo Sleep&Wake-up Light HF3672/01

The low light irradiance of warmer tones of tested lamp model 2 Interface design of the somneo app for tested lamp model 2

Tested model 2: Philips Wake-Up Light HF3532/01 (latest model)

- BUTTONS ON THE REAR
- POOR MATERIAL

- RED HUES VERY DIM

- APP IS VERY PRAGMATIC

+ NATURAL SHAPE

+ TIPS FOR SLEEP ENVIRONMENT

+ INTERFACE NOT DISTRACTING
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SURVEY: SCREENSHOTS
Several screenshots showing the 25 question survey for the target group students.

Four screenshots of the conducted survey.
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FOCUS GROUP RESEARCH
Answers from the survey referenced on page 22 (original in Dutch).

Ontbijten is boven gemiddeld (2.7 van 4) belangrijk.

‘naar bed gaan’ = poetsen, wassen en intimiteit. Een 
boek lezen komt pas na tas inpakken.

De avond routine word hiet echt belangrijk gevonden.

Alleen ontspannen is even belangrijk als sociale 
activiteiten.

Meer respondenten willen tijd besteden aan hobbies 
en activiteiten met anderen.

Veel mensen zijn serieus over hun slaap.
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FOCUS GROUP RESEARCH
Answers from the survey referenced on page 22.

Minder dan de helfd is gisteren optijd naar bed 
gegaan (doordeweeks), een kwart 1 week geleden, en 
1 op de 7 is meer dan een week geleden optijd naar 
bed gegaan.

Moeilijk om naar bed te gaan: meer uit je dag halen, 
nog niet moe, dag is snel voorbij, ik ben nu nog te druk.

Bijna de helft van alle bevraagde studenten besteed 
maar maximaal een kwartier aan zijn avond routine.

Iets meer dan de helfd wil niet meer tijd kwijt zijn aan 
de avond routine.

Studenten die veel tijd besteden willen minder tijd 
kwijt zijn. Mensen die weinig kwijt zijn, willen meer tijd 
besteden. De ideale lengte lijkt 15-30 minuten te zijn, zij 
zijn content. Dat is gemmideld 30 min eerder naar bed.

Maar een derde gaat meestal optijd naar bed omdat 
hij/zij echt moe is.

Verreweg de meest populaire activiteiten voor het 
slapengaan zijn studeren en een film kijken. Gamen 
en werk volgen daarna.
 

De meeste mensen meten succes als gemakkelijk 
uit bed komen. Devolgd door wakker worden en 
voldoende in uitgeslapen voelen.
 

Het gemiddelde studentenkamer oppervlakte is 21 
vierkantemeter.
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COLOR RESEARCH
Gradient palettes.

Photo’s van Eric Cahan

Reduces Stress

relaxing / creativity

Reduces Aggression

social

passionate / comfort 
excitement
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CHARACTER SKETCHES
Visual development of the mascot 'Luci'.

Design of the character: Luci.

Different versions of the graphic.
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Concept for a physical interface to input mood data 
without the use of a screen. Inspired by the Plutchik’s 
Wheel of Emotions, the interface has the volumetric 
shape of the 3D wheel of emotions. Every part of the 
gradation is touchable like a button.

PHYSICAL INTERFACE CONCEPT
Is it possible to design an analogue interface for mood tracking?

Retrieved from www.6seconds.org magazine of sigma xl, the scientific research society.
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MAX MSP SYSTEM
Screenshots of the data collection, algorithm and installation control.

Screenshots of MAX MSP.
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MAX MSP SYSTEM
Screenshots of the data collection, algorithm and installation control.

Screenshots of MAX MSP.
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MAX MSP SYSTEM
Screenshots of the data collection, algorithm and installation control.

Screenshots of MAX MSP.
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CONCEPT RENDER: STANDING BAR

Concept render made in Cinema 4D.
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CONCEPT RENDER: HANGING BAR

Concept render made in Cinema 4D.
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CONCEPT RENDER: WINDOW

Concept render made in Cinema 4D.
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CONCEPT RENDER: BODY

Concept render made in Cinema 4D.
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CONCEPT RENDER: TUNNEL
A 3D render with a shape that was used for the proof of concept.

A hanging structure, 
smaller in shape which 
could be suitable for a 
small student room type 
of space. 

Even though smaller 
than the previous 
render, still immersive 
when laying underneath 
it.

Because of the tunnel 
shape it also acts as a 
womb but it is not very 
large and does not take 
in a lot of otherwise 
used space hanging.

Concept render made in Cinema 4D.
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TESTFORMS 1
Test about the mood probe, data was als used to fill the database.

Mood probe paper v1 Mood probe paper v2 Mood probe paper v2

Feedback about the questions.
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TEST FROMS 2
Tests about the experience

Test form prototype 1

Test form prototype 3
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In order to design the shape 
of the light fixture, paper 
prototyping was used to get 
the correct look and feel of 
the fabric tunnel. 

A couple of models were 
made in different cone-like 
shapes. Since the paper 
model is scaled, it was used 
for the dimensions of the 
fabric for the full scale proof 
of concept prototype.

PAPER PROTOTYPING
What is a good shape for the 'tunnel' design prototype?

Photo of paper prototypes for design version 3.
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TECHNICAL DESIGN
How to construct a high fidelity prototype?
With the aid of a laser cutter or CNC machine, parts can be made with these drawings.

Using Autodesk Fusion360, drawings were made to show a prototype 
model that could be made out of wood or metal. 

A sketch of the side view shows dimensions of this model that are also 
used for the prototype that was built for the proof of concept.

The scent pods are designer round and removable for easy refilling with 
essential oils. 

Image above shows the mechanism in the top of the light fixture. A 
fabric with a large ring covers this unit, so it is not visible.
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PROTOTYPE BUILD
Documentation of the build.

Frame of the prototype version 3.

Reflecting disc of prototype v1.

All hardware is placed inside the installation.

V1 hanging on ceiling with scent tubes for test. Hanging frame of v3 with lower light ring.

Hardware on prototype board.
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EMOTIONAL 
SPACE
Spatial design for going to sleep.
Exploration of an interactive installation called Luci.

Communication and Multimedia Design 
Academy for communication and user experience 
Avans Breda

Ludo Poot 
2109585 

20-03-2020

Afstudeer exploratie - proof of concept


